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Abstract
A study on material parameter identification of linearly elastic structures is presented in this work by minimizing the norm of the 
error in constitutive equation (ECE) from partial and corrupted measurements in transient dynamics. The identification problem 
is formulated as an optimization problem where the objective function measures the constitutive discrepancy due to the 
incompatible pair of stress and strain fields. These two fields are generated by solving two different forward problems related to 
linear elasticity. In the inverse algorithm, we used an effective penalty based approach to weakly satisfy the measured partial 
strain or displacement data. This technique not only allows us to incorporate the measurement field but helps to regularize the ill-
posedness of the inverse problem. Here, we have proposed explicit material parameter update formulas for linear elastic 
materials. Eventually numerical examples of reconstruction of Young’s modulus for 1D bar and beam are given here to present 
application of the proposed algorithm.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICOVP 2015.
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1. Introduction
Material Parameter estimation of structures & damage detection from dynamic response data has enjoyed 
considerable attention in recent years. These techniques are used in different fields such as damage detection, 
structural health monitoring, seismic exploration, biomechanical imaging and in other applications. The time-
domain identification schemes are an attractive alternative to overcome the drawbacks of the frequency domain and 
to yield more meaningful identification results. 
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Hjelmstad et al. [1] developed an estimation technique using recursive quadratic programming method (RQP) 
that can handle incompletely measured response in time, state, and space for complex structural systems. Kang et al. 
[2] used system identification scheme in time domain to estimate stiffness and damping parameters of a structure 
using least-squared error minimization between measured and calculated accelerations. Park et al. [3] developed a 
moving time window technique in system identification scheme for detection of sudden structural damage during an 
earthquake. The stiffness properties and the coefficients of Rayleigh damping have been considered as system 
parameters in this work. A useful review on the elastic parameter estimation methods has been given by Bonnet and 
Constantinescu [4]. Okafor and dutta [5] used wavelet transformation technique to detect the position and magnitude 
of damage (stiffness degradation) of aluminium cantilevered beam.
System identification problems are basically nonlinear constrained or unconstrained optimization problems. 
Optimum solution is found out by minimizing the difference or error between the calculated and measured response. 
Generally, second norm of error (L2 norm) is considered for the cost function of the optimization problem. Gauss-
Newton method or quasi Newton methods (Oberai et al. [6]) are can be used for this purpose. Quasi Newton 
methods are used to solve large problems because of its less computational cost compared to Gauss- Newton 
methods, although the accuracy is less, especially in case of noisy data. The main disadvantages of L2 minimization 
error functional are its non-convexity and sensitivity to initial guess. Recently, a new technique for elastic parameter 
estimation is developed based on the concept of error in constitutive equation (ECE). The ECE based cost functional 
was first suggested by Ladevࣉ]H DQG /HJXLOORQ >@ $OOL[ HW DO >@ SURSRVHG D VROXWLRQ WHFKQLTXH IRU PDWHULDO
parameter identification by using the ECE based method from dynamic test data with high perturbations. ECE based 
technique has been explored in transient dynamic problem by Fiessel and Allix [9]. Recently, Banerjee et al. [10] 
developed a new MECE based method for identification of constitutive parameter for large system in frequency 
domain dynamics. 
In this present study, an ECE based identification approach for elastic material parameter is proposed by 
minimizing the norm of the constitutive relation error resulting from incompatible stress and strain field in transient 
dynamics problem. We have also explored the Gauss-Newton method for comparison study with ECE based 
identification technique. For numerical experimentations, we have taken up the material parameter identification 
problem of 1D bar and beam. 
2. Theoretical formulation
2.1. Forward problem
In this section, we are describing the forward problem of elastic body for transient dynamics. Let us consider
d:  :w:    1 3dd d denotes a bounded and connected body. The fundamental balance equation of the 
dynamics of the deformable bodies can be written in the strong form as
ǻ ȡ LQ ȍ   ı E X (1)
uonī 0u u (2)
on t *sıQ W (3)
C : ı İ (4)
 T1 ǻ ǻ
2
 ª º¬ ¼İ X X X (5)
Where,V denotes the stress tensor, H is the strain tensor,b is the body force, t is the applied traction force, u
denotes the displacement field, 0u denotes essential boundary condition, sn denotes outward unit normal. t* and 
u* respectively represents traction (natural) and displacement (essential) boundary condition. C is fourth-order 
linear elastic constitutive tensor. Also ,t u t u* *  w: * *  ) where, w: denotes the total boundary and )
denotes null set.
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2.2. Inverse problem
2.2.1 Gradient based L2 minimization approach
The main theme of widely known gradient based approach of parameter estimation problems is the minimization 
of the L2-norm of the error between computed and measured responses. Here in the formulation, only displacement 
is considered as a measured response. A modified Gauss-Newton (GN) method or commonly known as Quasi-
Newton method is used in this report for material parameter optimization. Now, the error functional is given by the 
expression
 
2
2
1 

/  ¦
u u
u
c mnt
i i
m
i i
P
(6)
Where, P is the material parameter to be identified, nt denotes number of time steps in the implicit Newmark-
beta time integration step, miu and 
c
iu are the measured and calculated displacement vector in each time step 
respectively. The calculated displacement can be found out by using the equation of motion given below for 
dynamic system.
 cm     u u u fc cc k P (7)
The optimality condition for this minimization problem is
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Where, J is the Jacobian, and is given by the expression
cw
w
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. Jacobian can be calculated as given below
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Here, we have not considered damping in the system. In the modified Gauss Newton method or Quasi Newton 
method, the hessian matrix is approximated as
   
1 
 ¦H P P
nt
T
i i
i
J J (10)
Then using Levenberg-marquardt algorithm, an update in the material parameter is obtained as
 O ' + g = 0PH I (11)
Where, O is the regularization parameter and it is to be controlled by user as the quality of the updated material 
parameter directly depends on its value. We can take the value of regularisation parameter in iterative way to reduce 
its effect on the solution.
The Gauss-Newton (GN) algorithm can be explained in short steps as follows:
 Find the measured response.
 With some initial values of material parameters solve the forward problem.
 Iterate the following steps in a loop:
x Calculate the jacobian.
x Obtain the gradient and hessian by the above mentioned procedures.
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x Find the updated values of material parameters.
x Evaluate the update in the regularization parameters.
2.2.2 ECE based minimization approach
The ECE based material parameter update technique is primarily depended on defining a cost functional which 
measures the constitutive discrepancy. This discrepancy arises due to the incompatible pair of stress and strain fields 
satisfying different criterions. The ECE based objective function in terms of energy norm can be defined as follows.
    2
1
1
, ,
2 :
/   :¦³V V H
nt
N D N D D e
k k k
k
C C du u (12)
Where, NkV and 
D
kH denote the two incompatible stress and strain fields in each time step respectively and C
represents the material parameter of that particular element. Here, we are considering the element-wise (FEM 
discretization) update of material parameter.
For the generation of incompatible pair of stress ( NV ) and strain ( DH ) fields, two forward problems are to be 
performed in the ECE optimization technique. These two essential forward problems are described below.
Generation of stress field (V N )
ǻ ȡ LQ ȍ   ı E XN (13)
uonī 0u u (14)
on *sı Q W
N
t (15)
C : ı İN N (16)
> @  T1 ǻ ǻ
2
 İ X X XN (17)
Generation of strain field H D( )
ǻ ȡ LQ ȍ   ı E XD (18)
uonī 0u u (19)
monī mu u (20)
on *sı Q W
D
t (21)
C : ı İD D (22)
> @  T1 ǻ ǻ
2
 İ X X XD (23)
The second forward problem (generation of H D ) is actually an over determined BVP. The above equation 
suggests the strong imposition of noisy measurement data into the system and it will leads to non-convergent 
solutions. To eradicate this problem, we propose a technique of weak imposition of measured data into the system. 
Here, we have used a penalization method which imparts regularization depending of the implementation of the 
scheme. Now, the weak imposition of the measured displacement is done on the equilibrium system by the 
IROORZLQJZD\FRQVLGHULQJSHQDOW\SDUDPHWHUĮ
 cm ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )D D   u c mx t k C I x t x t x tu f u on *m mu u (24)
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Material parameter update scheme
In this section, we have developed the explicit update formula for each material parameter by differentiating the cost 
functional with respect to each parameter and then equalling it to zero. The explicit update formula (element wise) 
for the modulus of elasticity (E) in case 1-D bar or beam problem considering first order optimality condition is 
given by:
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, ,V H nN D E
Alternate minimization strategy
In this ECE inverse update technique, we have not done the simultaneous update of incompatible stress, strain fields 
and material parameters. Instead of that, we are using an alternate minimization strategy for getting the update of 
above three variables. 
In this strategy from current stage to next stage   1, , V H nN D E is done by two successive and 
complementary partial minimizations which are described below.
 Find   1 V H nN D for given nE .
o Find   1V nN as per forward problem 2.8.
o Obtain   1H nD as per forward problem 2.9.
 Get the update of 1nE by using Eq. 2.11 with given   1 V H nN D
0D
Regularization and stopping criteria
7KH SHQDOL]DWLRQ SDUDPHWHU Į LV DQ LPSRUWDQW IDFWRU LQ WKH (&( RSWLPL]DWLRQ WHFKQLTXH 7KH PHDVXUHG GDWD
imposition in the generation of strain field is depended on penalization parameter due to the ill-posed nature of the 
problem. Here, in this work we adopt the penalty continuation scheme as suggested by Banerjee et al [10]. First an 
initial value of penalty parameter ( ) is taken at starting of ECE and then at each iteration it is multiplied with a 
constant multiplication factor J to get the penalty parameter at each iteration (i.e. 1D JD  n n ). In this article, we 
have used a stopping criteria followed by the Morozov discrepancy principle. To stop the iterative recursions, we 
have used the following data misfit based termination criteria 
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Where, u and mu are calculated and measured displacement and mf is misfit functional. We have taken c=1 in all 
numerical examples. 
3. Results and discussions
In this section, we have presented the numerical examples of material parameters estimation of 1D bar and beam. 
We have used incomplete and noisy measured displacement data. The measured displacement data have been 
synthetically generated by solving forward problems in absence of experimentally obtained measured data. The data 
was then polluted by adding artificial uniformly distributed random noise.
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3.1. Material parameter identification of 1D bar
In the numerical example, we have taken up the problem of identification of young’s modulus of heterogeneous 
isotropic 1D bar. The bar is clamped at left hand side and at the other end it is subjected to half sine traction over a
time period of 1.5 sec. The bar is discretized into 100 elements. The heterogeneous distribution of Young’s modulus 
of the bar is shown in Fig. 1.
Here, in all the numerical examples, we are using implicit Newmark-beta time integration scheme. We have 
considered 600 time steps. Displacement at selected points at each time step is considered as a measured data for all 
H[DPSOHVSUHVHQWHGLQWKLVDUWLFOH7KHW\SLFDOSURSHUWLHVZKLFKGHVFULEHVWKHSUREOHPDUH(P 3Dȡ NJP-3 and 
L=1m. For this problem, only 11 equal-distant measurement points have been considered for the reconstruction. 
Here, in this problem, damage is induced in the bar (element 45 to 55) as reducing the value of Young’s modulus 
from 1.0E (background property) to 0.6E. Now, our target of inverse identification is to find out the Young’s 
modulus of the bar element wise such that it can detect the position of the damaged elements as well as quantify the 
damage magnitude.
The reference and the reconstruction plot of spatial distribution of Young’s modulus are shown in Fig. 2. (a). The 
reconstructions have been done for noiseless and 1 % noisy case with the proposed ECE inverse technique. From the 
figure, it can be noticed that the proposed algorithm has been successful to distinctly capture the position of 
inclusion and the sharp boundary as well. The initial values ( 0D ) and constant multiplication factors ( J ) of the 
penalty parameter and number of iterations (n) for different noise levels are provided in the Table.  1. 
  Table 1.  Numerical data for 1D bar problem
G 0D J n
0% 1.0 1.5 60
1% 1x10-2 1.1 101
Fig. 1. Heterogeneous distribution of Young’s modulus (E) of 1D bar
a b
Fig. 2. (a) reconstruction plot of Young’s modulus of heterogeneous bar; (b) convergence 
study of ECE method for bar problem
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Fig. 2. (b) shows the convergence study of the reconstruction of E of 1D bar for noiseless and with 1% noise on 
measurement data. These plots indicate that the proposed algorithm can reconstruct the elastic parameters in less 
number of iterations.
3.2. Material parameter identification of 1D beam
In this example, we have considered the problem of identification of young’s modulus of heterogeneous 1D beam. 
The geometry and loading condition and the material properties for this problem are considered same as the 1D bar 
problem. The beam is also discredited into 100 elements. The spatial distribution of Young’s modulus (E) of the 
beam is shown in Fig. 4. 11 equal-distant displacement measurement points have been considered for this 
reconstruction problem. 
In this problem, we also done a comparison study of our proposed inverse ECE reconstruction technique with 
gradient based Gauss-Newton optimization scheme. The following figures and numerical data will present the 
comparison and helps to establish our proposed method of reconstruction. Fig. 4. (a) shows the comparison study of 
reconstruction of Young’s modulus between Gauss-Newton method and proposed ECE based method. It can be 
observed from the figure that the proposed ECE algorithm can capture the position and quantify the damage better 
than Gauss-Newton method. The number of iterations (n), the initial values ( 0D ) and constant multiplication factors 
( J ) of the penalty parameter for different noise levels are provided in the Table. 2. 
Table 2. Numerical data for 1D beam problem
G 0D J n
0% 1.0 1.1 77
1% 1x10-1 1.05 197
Fig. 3. heterogeneous distribution of Young’s modulus (E) of 1D beam
Fig. 4. (a) comparison study of reconstruction plot of Young’s modulus of heterogeneous beam;
(b) comparison study of convergence between Gauss-Newton and ECE method
ba
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Fig. 4. (b) shows the comparison of convergence study of the reconstruction of E for 1D beam problem. The figure 
shows that proposed ECE method takes significant number of less iterations (almost 10 times less) compared to 
Gauss-Newton method for Young’s moduli reconstruction.
4. Conclusions
In this article we have proposed an ECE based inverse reconstruction methodology for elastic material parameter 
reconstruction of 1D bar and beam using on-line sparse measured displacement data in transient dynamics. The 
numerical study shows that the ECE based method is very straight forward & there is no need to calculate the 
gradient which is essential for Gauss-Newton method, thus saving a great computational cost. Gauss-Newton 
method can reconstruct the material parameters successfully when number of measurement points is large compared 
to ECE based method. This method is best suitable for large scale problems having high degrees of ill-posedness.
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